
FORM NO. (J) 2
HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

DISTRICT: KAMRUP (M)

In the   Original   Court of the   CIVIL JUDGE No. 2   at Kamrup (M)  

PRESENT: - A. J. BORAH, A.J.S.
Civil Judge No. 2,
Kamrup (M),
Guwahati.

Thursday, the 30th day of March, 2017

Title Suit 229 of 2010

Prasanta Kumar Saha,
r/o Flat No. 304,
Samranmay Abas Society,
Japorigog, A.S.E.B.,
Guwahati – 781005. ………… Plaintiff

-versus-

Biplab Kumar Chetia,
r/o Kati Ram Mikir Path,
Near Japorigog, A.S.E.B.,
Japorigog,
Guwahati – 781005. ………… Defendant

This suit coming on for final hearing on 01-04-2014, 02-05-2014, 05-05-2015, 

16-11-2015, 05-08-2016 and 09-11-2016 and arguments on 06-03-2017 in the presence 

of –

Mr. N. Sharma and Ms. K. Kalita, Learned Advocates for the plaintiff; and

Ms. K. Thakuria, Learned Counsel for the defendant.

AND having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the following 

judgment.

J U D G M E N T

1. The  plaintiff  has  instituted  this  suit  against  the  defendant  for  declaration, 

recovery of money amounting `71,95,903/- with interest.

2. The factual array, as set forth in the pleadings, as it then was, is asseverated as 

under.

3. The plaintiff is a Class I(A) contractor. The defendant is a government contractor 
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running a proprietorship concern. On 16-05-2005, the defendant obtained a work order 

from the PWD (Border Roads), Government of Assam in respect of construction of IBB 

Bund-cum-road including security fencing along the Surma river bank from Kinnerkhel 

to  Harinagar,  in  Cachar.  The bid  price  was  `2,48,33,396/-.  The Executive  Engineer, 

Badarpur,  BRC  Division,  vide  letter  dated  02-03-2006,  directed  the  defendant  to 

commence the work so as to complete the same by December, 2006. The defendant, 

however, could not execute the work properly due to resistance by local people against 

acquisition proceedings. The work remained idle. On 25-03-2008, the Government of 

Assam  notified  the  acquisition  of  land  for  the  said  construction.  In  2005-2006, 

defendant requested the plaintiff to provide his services in executing the aforesaid work 

against  the work order.  It  was mutually  agreed that  the plaintiff  would  take entire 

responsibilities for execution of the aforesaid work and try to complete the work as 

stipulated in the terms of the agreement. No written contract was executed between 

the  parties  but  it  was  agreed  that  the  plaintiff  would  raise  bills  and  he  would  be 

compensated for the work completed. Plaintiff, despite local resistance, continued the 

work as  defendant’s  agent and discharged his  duties.  The plaintiff  received various 

payments for the period 2006 to 2008. After 2008, defendant did not clear any of the 

bills for work done. Plaintiff alleges that for the work done worth `1,07,76,699/-, he has 

received only `50,20,000/-. The plaintiff’s repeated requests to the defendant to pay the 

outstanding amount of  `57,56,699/- along with an interest @15% per annum despite 

receiving `50,90,000/- from the department was of no avail. Hence, the suit.

4. The defendant filed written-statement whereby he took general pleas, namely, 

that the suit has no cause of action, there is no privity of contract between him and 

plaintiff, suit is not maintainable, suit is barred by limitation and is bad for non-joinder 

of parties. The defendant denied the plaintiff’s allegations. The answering defendant 

contends that though there was initial problem in commencing the work due to non-

acquisition of land but after the land was acquisitioned, he started work as awarded to 

him. Defendant contends that it was the plaintiff who came to him for providing him 

some work and as he had a good relationship with the plaintiff, he asked the defendant 

to look after the execution of works. During this time, the plaintiff was also awarded 

contract work for construction of composite type fencing along BPP road on the right 

bank of river Surma. The plaintiff asked the defendant for financial help for execution of 

his work. The defendant intimated the PWD about the development and it was stated 

that  the  plaintiff  was  not  handed  over  the  entire  responsibility  of  the  work.  The 

defendant, on different dates, paid `50,20,000/- to the plaintiff as financial assistance to 
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carry  out  the  works  and the  latter  assured  to  return  the money.  Due to  plaintiff’s  

negligence,  the  defendant’s  work  suffered  for  which  the  defendant  engaged  one 

Enamuddin Laskar who completed the work. Defendant contends that the plaintiff filed 

a false suit when he demanded his money back from the plaintiff. Defendant contends 

that the plaintiff is not entitled to any amount. The defendant prayed for dismissal of 

the suit. The defendant as counter-claimant prayed for money decree of  `50,20,000/- 

from the plaintiff along with 15% interest.

5. Plaintiff  filed  written-statement  against  counter-claim  contending  that  the 

counter-claim is not maintainable and is barred by limitation. Plaintiff contends that he 

had done his work as sub-contractor of defendant and he is entitled to get his money as 

agreed upon.  Plaintiff  denied  that  the  defendant  gave  him  `50,20,000/-  as  loan or 

financial assistance. Plaintiff contended that he took a loan from United Bank of India, 

Ulubari Branch and executed the work as per agreement and upon submission of bills, 

the defendant made part-payment. The plaintiff denied that he assured the defendant 

of returning his money as there is no money payable to the defendant. The plaintiff  

prayed for dismissal of the counter-claim with costs.

6. Upon the pleadings of the parties, the following issues were framed by the then 

learned Civil Judge No.2, Kamrup on 03-04-2012.

ISSUES

(1) Whether the suit is maintainable in its present form?

(2) Whether  the  plaintiff  is  entitled  to  recover  an  amount  of 

`71,95,903/-  with interest till  realization from the defendant as prayed 

for?

(3) Whether the counter-claim is maintainable?

(4) Whether an amount of `50,20,000/- received by the plaintiff from 

the defendant is an interest free financial assistance to the plaintiff and if 

so, whether the defendant is entitled to a decree for realization of the 

said amount along with the interest from 15-05-2010 till realization?

(5) To what relief/reliefs, the parties are entitled?

7. The plaintiff Prasanta Kumar Saha adduced his evidence-on-affidavit as P.W.1 

and  tendered  as  many  as  10  documents  marked  as  Exhibits.  The  plaintiff  also 

examined  Prabir  Kumar  Saha  and  Md.  Salimuddin  Barbhuiya  as  P.W.2  and  P.W.3 

respectively. Defendant Biplab Kumar Chetia adduced his evidence-on-affidavit as D.W.1 

and tendered 12 documents as  Exhibits.  All the witnesses were cross-examined by 
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either side.

8. I have courteously heard the arguments put forwarded by the learned counsel 

for the plaintiff and the defendant.

9. Learned counsel for the plaintiff would submit that the PWD authority was aware 

of the terms and conditions under the agreement between plaintiff and defendant and 

as such, defendant is liable to pay for the execution of work.

10. Per contra, learned counsel for the defendant would submit that the plaintiff has 

not been able to prove the liability of the defendant towards the plaintiff.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREFOR:

ISSUES No. 1   and   3  

11. Learned counsels of the parties have not pressed this issue. Nothing is found in 

either of the pleadings to hold that the suit or the counter-clam is not maintainable in 

law or on facts. Hence, the suit as well as the counter-claim is maintainable. Both the 

issues are decided in the affirmative.

ISSUES No. 2   and   4  

12. Both the issues are taken up together as they are co-related and also for the 

sake of brevity. Let me unravel the relevant evidence of the parties.

13. P.W.1 is Prasanta Kumar Saha, the plaintiff.  His evidence shows that he has 

reiterated  the  plaint.  P.W.1  identified  the  registration  certificate  as  Exhibit  1, 

defendant’s letter dated 01-04-2008 as Exhibit 2, plaintiff’s letter dated 10-05-2008 as 

Exhibit 3, agreement as Exhibit 4, plaintiff’s bank statements as Exhibit 5, vouchers 

of supply of sol, lubricant, men and mabour, JCBs, trippers, etc. as  Exhibits 6 to  9 

(series),  miscellaneous  vouchers  as  Exhibit  10.  Put  to  cross-examination,  P.W.1 

admitted that there was no agreement between him and defendant and there was no 

internal agreement with the defendant regarding sub-contract. P.W.1 stated that he has 

not furnished an documents to show that the amount received from defendant is in 

terms of the sub-contract.

14. P.W.2  Prabir  Kumar  Saha,  father  of  P.W.1,  deposed  corroborated  his  son’s 

testimony. In his cross-examination, P.W.2 stated that the defendant asked his son to 

carry out the construction works and the entire discussion took place at defendant’s 

house in his presence. P.W.2 admitted that Exhibit 2 does not disclose that the plaintiff 

as a sub-contractor was allowed to carry out as an agent of the defendant for execution 

of the work.

15. P.W.3 Md. Salim Uddin Barbhuiyan, too, corroborated P.W.1’s evidence. Put to 
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cross-examination,  P.W.3  stated  that  he  does  not  know  anything  regarding  the 

agreement of sub-contract between the plaintiff and defendant but the plaintiff told him 

about the sub-contract though never verified from the defendant. P.W.3 stated that he 

supplied the materials as per order of the plaintiff.

16. D.W.1  Biplab  Kumar  Chetia  substantiated  his  written-statement  in  material 

particulars.  D.W.1  deposed  that  he  paid  different  amounts  of  money  totaling 

Rs.50,20,000/- to the plaintiff on various dates. D.W.1 identified the notice dated 15-05-

2005 as Exhibit A, letter dated 01-04-2008 as Exhibit B, receipts in respect of plaintiff 

receiving money as  Exhibits C to  L. In his  cross-examination, D.W.1 stated that for 

execution of his work, he engaged the plaintiff vide Exhibit B.

17. Having  taken  stock  of  evidence-on-record  along  with  the  pleadings  of  the 

parties, it is pellucid that the plaintiff has based his claim of money on the strength of 

verbal agreement with the defendant in respect of the execution of work so awarded to 

the defendant.

18. Verbal agreements are contracts though they are not memorialized in writing. 

Assuming  that  the  contract  is  valid,  the verbal  agreement between  two  parties  is 

binding.  Verbal  agreements  (and  oral  contracts)  are  generally  valid  and legally 

binding as long as they are reasonable, equitable, conscionable and made in good faith 

(emphasis supplied by me).

19. Although verbal agreements are difficult to enforce in Court, the parties should 

make  a  concerted  effort  to  discuss  enforceability,  which  can  be  achieved  by 

incorporating the following elements:  - (i)  Mutual  consent and understanding, which 

means that both parties are cognizant about what they are agreeing to, (ii)  Offer and 

acceptance, which means that one party is proposing something that the other party 

may accept under certain conditions, (iii) Mutual consideration, which means that there 

must be an exchange of valuable goods, rights or services, (iv)  Performance, which 

means that the contractual parties have certain duties to perform in addition to the 

mutual consideration, (v) Good faith, which means that the parties should not attempt 

to enter into a verbal agreement to cheat each other or to break the law.

20. In the light of the above legal premises, I am required to examine if the parties 

to the suit entered into verbal agreement.

21. The evidence-on-record, more particularly of P.W.1, however, does not show 

that there was mutual understanding or offer and acceptance or mutual consideration 

or good faith between the plaintiff and defendant in respect of the execution of work for 

construction  of  IBB-cum-road  including  security  fence  along the right  bank  of  river 
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Surma. P.W.2 deposed that in his presence, the discussion took place between plaintiff 

and  defendant  at  the  latter’s  place.  But  mere  meeting  between  the  plaintiff  and 

defendant cannot be construed to be an agreement of verbal nature when there was no  

understanding or offer and acceptance of work. Exhibit 2 only shows that the plaintiff 

was authorized to act as an agent for making all  arrangement for execution of the 

above work. Hence, it cannot be inferred that there was a verbal agreement between 

the plaintiff and defendant as regards to the execution of any work, not to speak of the 

execution of work for construction of IBB-cum-road including security fence along the 

right bank of river Surma. 

22. Moreover,  Exhibits 6 to  9 Series  do not,  in any manner, disclose that the 

defendant has a contractual liability towards the plaintiff.  Exhibit 6 to  9 Series only 

show  that  the  various  suppliers  issued  vouchers/money  receipts  in  lieu  of  goods 

supplied to the plaintiff at the construction site. These Exhibits 6 to 9 Series do not 

bind the defendant so as to reimburse the plaintiff. Even the Exhibit 5 statement of 

account is not admissible in evidence as it is not in accordance with Section 2(8) of the 

Bankers’  Book of Evidence Act and  when the plaintiff’s  mode of  proof of  entries in 

bankers’ book as envisaged under  Section 4 of the Act is absent, no liability can be 

fastened on the defendant. 

23. Moreover, as per Section 73 of the Indian Contract Act, when there is a breach 

of contract, the aggrieved party can claim compensation for any loss or damage caused 

to him, which naturally arose in the usual course of thing from such breach. 

24. Neither the plaint nor the evidence of P.W.s reveals  as to how and in what  

manner the plaintiff sustained loss or damage on account of breach of contract as there 

was no valid contract between the parties. Hence, in absence of any valid contract and 

for all the foregoing rationale, I am of considered opinion that the plaintiff is not entitled  

to recover any amount of money from the defendant. Issue No. 2 is answered in the 

negative and against the plaintiff.

25. As far as the claim of the counter-claimant, it is contended that the defendant 

paid  `50,20,000/-  to  the  plaintiff  on  various  dates  for  execution  of  his  (plaintiff’s) 

contract work. None of the defendant’s Exhibits C to L reveals that the defendant lent 

money to the plaintiff for a certain purpose. None of the  Exhibits C to  L contains a 

statement by plaintiff to pay a certain sum of money to the defendant. There is nothing 

in these  Exhibits  to hold that any money was lent to the plaintiff by the defendant. 

Hence, it cannot be held that the counter-claimant lent `50,20,000/- to the plaintiff that 

can be termed as interest free financial assistance for the purpose of execution of his 
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contract works and as such, the counter-claimant is not entitled to any amount from the  

plaintiff. Issue No. 4 is answered in the negative and against the defendant. 

ISSUE No. 5

26. Coupling the pleadings of the parties as well as the evidence-on-record and the 

decisions so arrived at from the foregoing issues, it can be inferred that the plaintiff’s 

prayer for declaration and his claim against defendant is liable to be dismissed with 

costs. On the other hand,  defendant’s prayer for realization of money is also liable to 

dismissed with costs. This issue is decided in the negative and against the parties. 

O R D E R

27. The plaintiff's suit is dismissed on contest with cost.

28. The counter-claim, too, is dismissed on contest with costs.

29. PREPARE a decree accordingly.

GIVEN under my hand and seal of this Court on this 30th day of March, 2017 at 

Kamrup (M), Guwahati.

(A. J. BORAH)
 Civil Judge No. 2
 Kamrup (M),
 Guwahati.
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APPENDIX

T. S. 229/2010

Plaintiff’s Exhibits

Exhibit 1 – Registration Certificate
Exhibit 2 – Letter by defendant
Exhibit 3 – Letter by plaintiff
Exhibit 4 – Agreement
Exhibit 5 – Bank Statement
Exhibits 6 to 10 Series – Vouchers for supply of goods and men and machineries

Defendant’s Exhibits

Exhibit A – Notice dated 16-05-2005
Exhibit B – Letter dated 01-04-2008
Exhibits C to L – Money Receipts

Plaintiff Witness

P.W.1 – Prasanta Kumar Saha
P.W.2 – Prabir Kumar Saha
P.W.3 – Md. Salim Uddin Barbhuiya

Defendant Witness

D.W.1 – Biplab Kumar Chetia

Civil Judge No.2
Kamrup (M)
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